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ALL WEATHER CAMERA SYSTEM AND METHODS FOR CONTROL THEREOF

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to an all-weather camera system that monitors and

provides digital images. More particularly, the present invention relates to an ail-weather

camera system and methods of controiling the camera system that provide video imaging and

extremely high resolution composite imaging.

Background of the Related Art

Cameras are used to remotely monitor and archive images and video in a variety of

situations. Many of these cameras may he set in a location to provide around the clock

monitoring. Cameras may be fitted into environmentally controlled enclosures as to be

suitable for outdoor use. Robotic pan / tilt / zoom mechanisms may be used to provide

remote aiming of the camera systems. The images produced by these cameras also may not

be appropriate or applicable to high defmition archival applications. If these cameras become

disconnected or offline from the network, then the archived data may be lost or not

retrievable. Most cameras used for remote motoring are video-enabled cameras. Most

available high resolution archival cameras produce single fixed-position images.

The best way to capture high-resolution images is in the use of digital single-lens

reflex (DSLR) camera technology because of the sensor size, but, because the lens is manual

there is no important zoom functionality. Conventional cameras may include a g gapan.

capability, but these cameras are not suitable for outdoor or continuous use. Special

equipment and housing must be used to provide a panoramic capability with the high-



resolution image capture. Such cameras are not "all-weather" or suitable for outdoor use.

Further, they are not autonomous. An operator must be present which is difficult for those

locations that are remote, hazardous, or require an extended photographic term. o example,

it would not be convenient or cost-effective to have an operator sii with such a camera on top

of a tall building and pro vide daily photographs of a 3 year construction project. Further, if

the camera system goes offline, then the data is lost.

The process of creating a gigapixel image involves stitching together multiple high-

resolution images to produce one large high resolution image, which cannot be replicated by

a camera with a wide angle lens that takes one wide shot. The camera not only needs to pan

and tilt when it captures images, but it also needs to zoom in at small increments to take over

hundreds (or more) closeups to be blended as layers of the gigapixel image Thus, the lack of

a remotely controlled zoom capability in the conventional cameras discussed above impedes

the creation of such images at varying levels of resolution in an automated fashion without

physically (manually) resetting the zoom level.

Summary of the Invention

The claimed embodiments disclose an indoor/outdoor camera system having a tamper

and impact resistant enclosure with an integrated camera and a heavy-duty robotic pedestal

mounted on a fixed pole, wall, parapet, or a non-penetrating roof mount. The disclosed

embodiments also include a platform for the camera and lens tha provides these features.

The disclosed camera system may take high-resolution , , 24, 32 or 64 megapixel digital

images on a periodic basis (such as hourly, daily, weekly, or monthly) and also provide live

video. For a panoramic image, the disclosed system captures a plurality of images in the

correct sequence and uploads the images to servers over the connected network. A process or



method may combine these high-resolution images with panorama stitching techno ogy to

create gigapixel images from the captured data.

The disclosed embodiments are not limited to these pixel counts, and include the

appropriate high-resolution standards applicable to future camera systems. The disclosed

5 system may incorporate other resolutions as well, and is not limited to these values.

The disclosed system uploads both still images and video over a wireless cellular

modem, a wireless point-2-point system, or a hard wired connection to the internet. The

disclosed system also may provide a live stream of video on demand. The content is sent to a

secure, password protected website or other IP-addressable location with a interface and

0 online software features provided as a managed service. The disclosed system may take

advantage of wireless communications technology to provide images and video to a remote

network. The disclosed system may incorporate a mobile broadband service.

The disclosed system may operate within a range of 90-240 volt alternating current

(AC) or 12 volt direct current (DC) and have a preferred power consumption of about 46

watts. The range of AC voltages allows the disclosed system to implement different input

AC voltages. The disclosed system may also operate on solar power. The solar power may

be collected and stored in a battery, or an array of batteries, coupled to the camera system.

The disclosed camera system provides live video, high definition images and multiple

prese views in one package. The disclosed system may also include an optional washer and

20 wiper system to keep the lens and lens window unobstructed under any conditions. The

disclosed system also includes on-board backup data storage in the case of loss of

connectivity. All of these features are provided on a platform that may be placed in most, if

not all, locations.



Images and video from the disclosed system may provide private access for site

monitoring, public access for marketing and pro otio The images also generate high

definition cinematic panoramas, and high definition archives. The video may generate HI)

time-lapse movies. Preferably, the disclosed camera system can auto-generate 360°

panoramas having over 1000 or more megapixels. Another feature is live streaming video

preview featuring user controls and multiple presets. The disclosed camera system may take,

and share, on-demand snapshots The disclosed system also is capable of capturing high-

definition (HD) quality 1080p or 720p video clips on demand and uploading this content for

archival purposes.

The all-weather capabilities are enhanced by a m wiper to ensure clear images. The

disclosed camera system is built into in a corrosion-resistant black powder coated enclosure

housing having a thermostatically regulated heater and fan. Control and operation processes

are based on fast, dependable, solid state LINUX operating system and associated software.

The disclosed camera system also may include a solar power system that allows the

system to be fully autonomous. The solar power system may be remotely monitored and be

equipped with automatic diagnostics as well as automatic shut-down and recovery systems.

The solar power system includes a circuit breaker and fuse protection and is also equipped

with lightning suppression so as to not potentially harm other components within the

disclosed system.

n another embodiment, the disclosed camera system includes a zoom control

assembly. This assembly moves along a track rail guide that is mounted to the system

housing. This feature allows the camera system to incorporate a much larger lens for better

zoom capability. The lens is fixed in place, so that the camera body moves to perform zoom

operations, Thousands of images may be pieced together to create the gigapixei images. The



disclosed system can change zoom levels on the fly so that the system can create one, two,

five or ten gigapixel panorama images from the same setup An example may be taking a

smaller resolution panoramic image once a day, a larger one once a week, and huge one once

a month. This feature is enabled d e to the variable zoom capability of the disclosed

embodiments.

An all-weather, remote camera system is disclosed. The camera system includes a

camera housing. The camera system also includes a camera enclosed by the camera housing.

The camera is configured to capture an image or live video. The camera system also includes

a storage device to store the image or live video. The camera system also includes a device

server configured to instruct the camera to capture the image or live video.

A method for capturing an image using an all-weather camera system also is

disclosed. The method includes moving a camera to a pre-defined location. The method a so

includes performing a zoom operation using the camera. The method also includes capturing

an image using the camera according to control commands received from a device server.

The method also includes uploading the image to a storage device or to an Internet protocol

(ΪΡ) addressable device

A method for executing a panorama process using an all-weather camera system also

is disclosed. The method includes acquiring a calibration image. The method also includes

setting exposure constraints. The method also includes initiating an image capture sequence

according to the exposure constraints and position sequence information using a camera The

method also includes processing at least one image acquired in the image capture sequence

using image stitching and blending.



A method for executing a self-repair process for a ail-weather camera system also is

disclosed. The method includes monitoring components within the camera system. The

method also includes identifying an error condition for a component. The method also

includes displaying a code using a LED indicator. The method also includes transmitting

diagnostic data from the camera system.

A method for executing a self-repair process during a loss of connection to a network

from an all-weather camera system also is disclosed. The method includes inonitoring a

network connector within the camera system. The method also includes identifying a loss of

connection to the network. The method also includes archiving at least one image to a data

storage device on the camera system. The method also includes restoring the archived image

over the network when the connection is re-established.

An ail-weather, remote camera system also is disclosed. The camera system includes

a camera housing engaged to a pan/tilt base and having a lens cover. The camera system also

includes a megapixel camera enclosed by the camera housing. The camera is configured to

capture an image or video. The camera system also includes a storage device to store the

image or video The camera system also includes a device server configured to instruct the

camera to capture the image or video. The camera system also includes a zoom control

assembly to move the camera while lens of the camera remains fixed according to the device

server. The zoom control assembly includes a track guide rail and a mount sled to move the

camera. The lens cover may refer to the front of the camera system, preferably clear. It may

protect the camera system and its camera from the elements.



Brief Descriptio of the Drawings

The accompanying drawings are included to provide further understanding of the

disclosed embodiments and constitute a pari of the specification. The drawings listed below

illustrate embodiments of the claimed invention and, together with the description, serve to

explain the principles of the invention, as disclosed by the claims and their equivalents.

Figure 1 illustrates a camera system mounted on a base according to the disclosed

embodiments.

Figure 2A illustrates a side view of components within the camera system according

to the disclosed embodiments.

Figure 2B illustrates a top view of components within the camera system according to

the disclosed embodiments.

Figure 2C illustrates another side view of components within the camera system

according to the disclosed embodiments.

Figure 2D illustrates an exploded perspective of view of components within the

camera system having a zoom control assembly according the disclosed embodiments.

Figure 2E illustrates a side view of components with the camera system having the

zoom control assembly according to the disclosed embodiments.

Figure 2F illustrates a top view of components within the camera system having the

zoom control assembly according to the disclosed embodiments.

Figure 2G illustrates another side view of components within the camera system

having the zoom control assembly according to the disclosed embodiments.



Figure 3 illustrates a flowchart for a live imaging process according to the disclosed

e bodiments

Figure 4 illustrates a flowchart for an archiving process according to the disclosed

embodiments

Figure 5 illustrates a flowchart for a panorama process according to the disclosed

embodiments.

Figure 6 illustrates a flowchart for a ive video process according to the disclose

embodiments.

Figure 7 illustrates a flowchart for a self-repair process for the camera system

according to the disclosed embodiments.

Description of the Preferred Embodiments

Aspects of the invention are disclosed in the accompanying description. Alternate

embodiments of the present invention and their equivalents are illustrated without parting

from the spirit or scope of the present invention. It should be noted that like elements

disclosed below are indicated by like reference numerals and the drawings.

Figure 1 depicts a camera system 0 according to the disclosed embodiments.

Camera system 100 preferably is an integrated 16 megapixel high-definition camera and lens

assembly comprising an APS-C format complimentary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS)

image sensor. Camera system 100 includes a remotely controlled focal length lens having the

following features. The image sensor of camera system 100 may have a dimension of

approximately 24 by 16 millimeters More particularly, the disclosed sensor within camera



system 100 may have dimensions of about 23.6 millimeters by 5.6 millimeters. Other image

sensors may be incorporated into camera system 100 with dimensions known to those skilled

in the art.

Camera system 00 may provide images having a resolution of about 4928 by 3264

pixels, or 6 megapixels, with panoramic resolutions of 1 gigapixel and higher. Camera

system 0 also may provide images having resolutions of 15, 24, 32 and 64 megapixels.

Other resolution values may be implemented and higher resolutions used as capabilities

evolve Camera system 00 includes a lens having zoom capability The zoom capability

may be based on lens selection. For example, camera system 0 may use a zoom capability

of mil limeters to 300 millimeters and a capability of being mechanically controlled to

provide a three times (3x) optical zoom. Camera system 0, however, is not limited to these

parameters, and may use any desired zoom capability.

Camera system 1 0 also provides video compression of images captured during

operations. Camera system 00 may incorporate audio- ideo interleave (AVI).

QUICKTIME™ (MOV) or motion PEG. In some embodiments, the AVI files may contain

both audio and video data as well as support multiple streams of audio-video. Camera system

00 also my incorporate automatic features such as ISO film speed shutter, white balance

and focus high dynamic range imaging, as well as creative effects such as architectural

miniature, artistic color, sketch, cinematic black and white and the like

Camera syste 00 also may include camera housing 2 . Preferably, camera

housing 02 includes a sun shield 02a. as shown in Figure 1. Camera housing 2 may be

comprised of aluminum and epoxy powdered coated black material. The body of camera

system 0 may be constructed from extruded aluminum and die-cast aluminum cover plates.

Camera housing 02 is weather proof standard IP 56/ΓΡ 57 corrosion/resistant. The weather



proof feature of camera system 00 is maintained by two EPDM rubber end gaskets between

the cover plates and three cable glands.

Dimensions for camera system 100 including camera housing 102 may be 6 9 inches

or 175 millimeters, (in width) by 6,6 inches, or 168 millimeters, (in height) by 4 inches, or

493 millimeters (in length). Ca era system 00 may operate in temperatures ranging

preferably from about -10° Fahrenheit to about 20° Fahrenheit, or negative. 23° Celsius to

about 49° Celsius, Camera system 100 may weigh about 4 pounds or 6.35 kilograms, with a

pan/tilt unit weight of 12 pounds or 5 4 kilograms Other dimensions and ranges may be

utilized depending environmental factors and desired capabilities.

Pan/tilt unit 4, or otherwise known as precision robotic pan/tilt base, attaches itself

to camera housing 102 as shown in Figure 1. Pan/tilt base 104 is a high-performance outdoor

pan/tilt assembly designed to provide steady images in windy environments. Pan/tilt base

104 may have a pan range of 360° continuous. In other words, pan/tilt base 104 can move in

any direction. Pan/tilt base 04 also may have a tilt range o +45° to -90° from level. The tilt

range also may go to +90° in future embodiments. Dimensions for pan/tilt base 4 are

preferably 7 inches, or 178 millimeters (in width) by 10 5 inches, or 274 millimeters (in

height) by 6 4 inches, 163 millimeters, (in depth). Pan/tilt base 04 may incorporate other

dimensions and capabilities as needed Pan/tilt base 104 may incorporate a step motor in

moving camera system 0 to desired positions

Camera system 0 may a o inc de remotely controlled wiper and washer kit 6.

Window wiper kit 06 includes a wiper 6a and a remote power washer havirig a remote or

time actuation Window wiper kit 106, therefore, may operate on command or periodically

as desired. Window wiper kit 6 may have a 23 liter capacity as we l as a remote low fluid



alert to indicate the need to replace cleaning fluid. Window wiper kit 106 moves water,

debris, dirt, and the like from lens cover 0 so tha camera system 00 captures clear

images. Preferably, window wiper kit 06 is located underneath camera housing 102,

opposite the sun shield. This placement protects window wiper kit 06 from wind and rain.

Camera system 00 also includes network connectors 108. Connectors 108 may be

hard wired or wireless connectors. Connectors 8 send and receive signals from a network

to camera system 100. Connectors 08 a so are all-weather as well

Figures 2A-C depict camera system 100 and the components therein according to the

disclosed embodiments Figure 2A depicts a side view of the components within camera

system 00. Figure 2B depicts a top view of the components within camera system 100.

Figure 2C depicts an opposite side view of the components within camera system 00. These

components are located primarily within camera housing 02 and protected by sun shield

02a shown in Figure .

The components disclosed below may reside within camera housing and on camera

sled 232. A heater 234 may be located under camera sled 232 to keep camera system 100

functional in cold conditions and to prevent ice buildup. Megapixel camera 200 is located on

camera sled 232 at the front of camera system 100 Megapixel camera 200 may be

electronically coupled to servomotor control board 202 and relay board 204. Servomotor

control board 202 may not be implemented in some embodiments, but is shown here for

illustration. Thus, the disclosed embodiments provide a platform for the camera and lens that

may be mounted or placed in a variety of locations.

A multi-colored LED status indicator control board 212 is connected to multi-colored

LED status indicator 206 Status indicator 206 may receive commands from control board



212 o provide visual information to an operator of the status of camera system 00, Should

any component of camera system 100 fail, then status indicator 206 provides an alert,

preferably visible outside the camera housing. Thus, should camera system 00 be unable to

transmit, the operator may te l from a distance that the camera system needs maintenance

upon seeing the LED indicator.

Megapixel camera 200 is also coupled to camera/servo power supply 210. if

servomotor control board 202 is not implemented, then camera/servo power supply may be

removed in certain embodiments if not needed. Camera/servo power supply 2 0 provides an

operation power of 7.4 volts DC. Camera system 100 may have 230 volts AC available.

Housing fan an heater thermostat board 208 may track temperatures and conditions of

camera system 0 and activates heater 234 accordingly.

As disclosed in greater detail below, servomotor control board 202 may provide zoom

instructions to megapixel camera 200. In this configuration, a remote controlled servomotor

216 is attached to megapixel camera 200. Servomotor 2 is secured by servomotor

mounting bracket 2 4 to fix it to camera sled 232. Instructions are received to have zoom

lens 220 adjust itself using gear 2 and gear ring 222 fixed to zoom lens 220. These

instructions may be sent by LINUX device server 224 via R5485 communications. Thus,

camera system 00 may zoom in and out as desired upon receipt of remote control or

programmed instructions from device server 224.

Using servomotor 216, gear 218 rotates to move gear ring 222, which, in turn, moves

zoom ens 220 to capture linages. Using this zoom capability, multiple images may be

captured to generate a gigapixel image. Multiple images can be captured because camera

system 0 has the ability to zoom lens 220 into higher focal lengths This features results in



images with increasing resolution. Commands may be received to perform these operations

through connectors 8.

Camera system 100 also includes device server 224 an image storage device 226.

Device server 224 may store software programs and instructions to operate components

within camera system 100. The functionality of these programs is disclosed in greater detail

below The storage devices receive data in the form of images from megapixel camera 200.

In the event of a network connection loss image storage device 226 saves the captured

images. Once a connection is reestablished, the images are automatically re-populated over

the network to remote storage. These processes are disclosed in greater detail below.

Camera system 00 also includes rear 228 of camera housing 2. A fan 230 may be

located in rear 228. Fan 230 may cool down megapixel camera 200 as wel as device server

224 and image storage device 226. This feature prevents overheating of the components

within camera system 100. Camera system 100 may be configured to turn on fan 230 at a

specified temperature This temperature may be detected by a sensor, or using heater

thermostat board 2.08. Further, rear 228 supports camera sled 232.

Figures 2D~G depict a camera system 290 having a zoom control assembly according

to the disclosed embodiments. The zoom control assembly is configured to move megapixel

camera 200 when performing zoom operations. In other words, zoom lens 220 is held in

place and does not move to zoom in for an image capture, as the embodiments disclosed in

Figures 2A-C. The components of the zoom control assembly are disclosed below

Camera system 290 is similar to camera system 100, and performs the same functions

and operations as camera system 00. Components shown in Figures 2D-G having the same



reference numerals as those disclosed above are similar to the components shown in Figures

2A-C, a d may perform the same operations. For clarity, their descriptions are not repeated.

Camera system 290 includes zoom control assembly that allows megapixel camera

200 to move within housing 0 . The zoom control assembly includes a track rail guide

assembly, which is mounted to camera sled 232. The track rail guide assembly comprises

linear track rail 242a and track support 242b. Linear track rail 242a may slide along track

support 242

The zoom control assembly also includes a bracket, or lens lock guide, 244 located

against the rear of megapixel camera 200. Lens lock guide 244 may be attached to linear

track rail 242a, and moves along with the guide as camera 200 moves during zoom

operations Lens lock guide 244 stops movement backward y megapixel camera 200 so that

it does not collide with components in the rear of camera system 290, such as device server

224. Lens lock guide 244 also may help keep megapixel camera 200 in place.

Linear trac rail 242a slides backward due to the motion of robotic actuator 246

rotating gear ring 222. The robotic actuator also may be known as a robotic servomotor.

Robotic actuator 246 moves to rotate gear ring 222. As gear ring 222 rotates, camera 200

may increase focal length for capturing an image.

Lens 220 remains fixed in place and does not move. Camera front 250 also may

remain in place and is adjacent the window of lens cover 1 0 Thus, with the rotation of gear

2 8 of robotic actuator 246 against gear ring 222, the lens extension will cause camera 200 to

move along track the ra guide assembly.

Megapixel camera 20 is mounted on camera mount sled 252, which is connected to

track rail guide 242 by linear carriage 254. Linear carriage 254 engages linear track rail 242a



using rollers on the bottom to move in a forward or backward direction This feature allows

movement of camera 200 without any direct contact with the track rai guide assembly.

Camera mount sled 252 provides a stable platform as well.

Using these components, the zoom control assembly may eliminate the need for

components used in the servomotor embodiment. For example, a servomotor control board

and separate servomotor power supply may not be needed. Robotic actuator 246 is connected

directly to device server 224. Robotic actuator 246 also works on camera housing 102

power, such as 12 volts direct current (VDC).

Moreover, zoom capabilities are not limited to the space between the ens and the

front cover for maneuverability. Limits ex t on how far the lens can be from the cover, and

if the camera system can still be effective. These limits do not apply to camera system 290.

Camera 200 can move within the housing, which allows for the ability to really extend focal

length to capture an image. A greater number of more detailed images may be captured for a

better defined panoramic image Camera system 290 may acquire 00s of images to

interleave together for such a . shot.

Figures 3-7 show flowcharts for various control processes executed with camera

system 100 that may be timed or special event driven. Although camera system 100 is

referenced below, camera system 290 also is applicable to perform the processes. The

processes may control components of the applicable camera system to perform specific

actions. Where applicable, Figures 3-7 prefer back to the components of camera system 00

or camera system 290 The processes, however, are not limited structurally to the

components of camera systems 100 and 290, and may include additional features and

configurations.



The functionality and steps disclosed below may be performed using instructions

stored within device server 224, or provided to camera system 0 from a remote storage via

a network accessible by connectors 8. These instructions may be executed to configure the

components disclosed above into a special purpose camera system to capture and store

images/data.

Figure 3 depicts a flowchart 300 for live image processing a camera system 100

according to the disclosed embodiments. Live image processing may refer to capturing an

image in real time upon request. Step 302 executes by initiating the share image feature

within camera system 00 A user or client, may initiate the share image feature. Step 304

executes by selecting from the list of special features. The size of the image to be taken also

may be selected by the user in this step.

Step 306 executes by accepting the parameters corresponding to the selected special

features and size event image by camera system 100. Step 308 executes by acquiring the live

image by megapixel camera 200 Step 3 0 executes by returning information to a client

browser regarding the success or failure of the image capture. For example, the user may be

alerted via a . web browser that a successful image was taken according to their request.

Step 312 executes by uploading the acquired image to archive space corresponding to

the user ove a network. Thus the captured image may be sent vi connectors 08 to d e user

over a network, such as an internet connection Step 3 4 executes by streaming th image to

the client browser from the network. In other words, the image is uploaded to archive space

associated with the user on a dedicated network. This dedicated network may be a private

network and d e archive space only accessible by the user. The image is then streamed to a

web browser for the user from d e dedicated network.



Figure 4 depicts a flowchart 400 for an archiving process of camera system 0

according to the disclosed embodiments. The archiving process may relate to capturing or

acquiring an image at a predetermined time or according to a predetermined schedule. Step

402 executes y moving camera system 100 to a pre-defined location. Pan/tilt unit 104 may

move camera housing 102 to this location. In some embodiments, camera 200 may be moved

within housing 2 to perform zoom operations.

Steps 404a and 404b are executed after step 402. The step executed depends on the

configuration of camera system 0. Step 404a executes by instructing zoom, or servo,

motor 2 to move zoom le s 220 to a pre-defi ned zoom position according to the

embodiments shown in Figures 2A-C. This instruction may be issued by device server 224

and received as a signal from zoom motor control board 202. Step 404b executes by

instructing robotic actuator 246 to move camera 200 according to the embodiments shown in

Figures 2D-G. An instruction may be received directly at robotic actuator 246 from device

server 224

Steps 404a or 404b allow camera 200 to move into position to take capture an image

at a discrete location. Thus camera system 10 0 or 290 may move to specific locations and

zoom in to capture these images. Step 406 executes by sending control commands to camera

system 100, and ore specifically, to megapixel camera 200. Control commands include

auto-focus, exposure, and other defined control commands.

Step 408 executes by acquiring the image using megapixel camera 200. The image is

acquired according to a control command specified above These commands may be stored

in device server 224 Step 4 0 executes by uploading the acquired image to server 224 for

archival Thus, an image may be acquired at a set time according to set parameters as

instructed by server 224,



Figure 5 depicts a flowchart 500 for performing a panorama process using camera

system 100 according to the disclosed embodiments A panorama image may be a collection

of 100s or 000s of smaller images taken in precise locations that are then weaved together to

form a large image. Examples include skylines, stadiums or nature images. The disclosed

embodiments facilitate better panoramic images because the disclosed camera system takes

higher definition images than conventional cameras. Using the zoom capabilities disclose

above, the disclosed camera system takes a more precise and smaller image that is used in the

panoramic image. Smaller and more precise images results in the use of 1000s of images,

each clearer and more defined than conventional camera images, for the overall image.

Step 502 executes by acquiring a calibration image of a pre-defined area Device

server 224 may provide instructions to megapixel camera 200 of an area of interest for the

panorama Camera 200 takes the calibration image. Step 504 executes by automatically

setting exposure constraints for acquiring the image. Device server 224 may receive

instructions over the connected network for taking the panoramic image. For example, the

images should not be taken if light is too high or low, or if too much cloudy. These

constraints also may be set within camera system 00 and stored in device server 224.

Step 506 executes by programming or executing position sequence information. The

position sequence information is sent to pan/tilt base unit 04 and zoom motor control board

202. If camera system 290 is used, then zoom motor control board is not used, Position

information may be se t from device server 224 to robotic actuator 246. This information

may be used to move camera system 100 to a specific location and zoom i on a target area

as requested.

Step 508 executes by initiating an image capture sequence. The image capture

sequence may start from top left to bottom right. Exposures are based on the calibration



image or, alternatively, may use the setup when camera system 100 was initially configured.

Other sequences may be used to capture the knages. The capture of an image may be subject

to the constraints received or specified above The sequence may move megapixel camera

00 a pattern to capture images bordering each other. The initial image, for example, may

be taken in the lowest right hand comer of the calibration image. Camera 200 may proceed

left until coming to the left side border of the image, and then move upwards. Oilier

embodiments may start in other locations and move in a different pattern. The pattern and

instructions for executing the functions to achieve it may be stored on device server 224.

Step 5 0 executes by uploading or processing the captured images to servers over a

network. The images are processed using automated image stitching and blending processes

images may be stored on image storage device 226, and then placed on the network as a

bundle as opposed to streaming the images. For example, the panoramic image may be

generated within camera system 00 and sent as a file over the network. Alternatively, the

images may be streamed from camera system 0 to another processing device that performs

the image stitching and blending processes.

Thus the applicable camera system 0 or 290 ay position camera 200 and zoom to

a location to capture an image. Megapixel camera 200 is moved to multiple positions while

zooming in to compile a large number of images. Preferably the number of images is in the

100s or even in the 000s. A large number of images provides a better quality panoramic

image. Such a large number results from the configuration of camera system 00 or 290

Step executes by making the panoramic image available to a user using a

panorama player. The panorama player utilizes image thing to efficiently stream only the

viewed high-resolution parts of the panorama image. This feature conserves bandwidth by



not processing eeded linages. Thus, the panoramic image may be made ava able over a

web-based network to the user.

Figure 6 depicts a flowchart 600 for live video processing by camera system 100

according to the disclosed embodiments. Step 602 executes by initiating a live video request

from the network. The request may be received via network connectors 8. Preferably, the

network s a wireless network. Step 604 executes by communicating this request to

megapixel camera 200. Device server 224 may relay the request to camera 200. A live

image is requested from the image sensor at a minimum of three frames per second (fps)

Step 606 executes by applying image-resizing if requested, to images. Step 608

executes by pushing the image into a video stream. Captured images by megapixel camera

200 are placed into a video stream directly to a user. Although megapixel camera 200

captures images individually, camera system 00 combines these images according to known

formats to provide a video stream, Aliernativeiy, the images may be stored on image storage

device 226 for a period before transmitting fro camera system 00

Step 6 0 executes by terminating the video stream according to set criteria. These

criteria may relate to overheating conditions within camera system 0 or if a specified

timeout time has been reached For example, if an overheat condition is sensed within

camera system 0 then any video stream may be terminated to prevent damage to camera

system 0. As megapixel camera 200 acquires images, it may overheat, especially in hot

conditions. Thus, camera system 0 should be shut down before any further damage is

done.

Alternatively, the live video stream may be terminated after a certain period, such as

minutes, has elapsed. This time period prevents the unneeded utilization of bandwidth



over the network or a power drain occurring due to a long and continuous video stream. A

user may keep the connection open by sending instructions. Once terminated, live video has

to be requested again in order to commence streaming operations. This feature eliminates

video connections inadvertently being left open by the user.

Figure 7 depicts a self-repair process for camera system 100 according to the

disclosed embodiments. In some instances, camera system 100 identifies an error condition

and takes action. This action may be known as a self-repair process. Afterwards,

information may be gathered over the network on the error condition and steps taken to

correct it.

Step 702 executes by monitoring camera system 100. The process monitors system

vitals such as network loss, slow internet speeds, pant/tile unit (PTU) failure, camera failure,

backup memory failure, solar panel data, UPS data and the like. The disclosed process also

may monitor window wiper kit 06 for low fluid or errors resulting from obstruction during

movement of pan/tilt base unit 04

Step 704 executes by identifying the issue causing the error condition. The error

condition may be related to the programs loaded onto device server 224 to perform

operations. Device server 224 may instruct a component to perform an operation, and it doe

not. Alternatively, device server 224 crashes while running a program. Other error

conditions may apply. Step 706 executes by attempting corrective measures as disclosed

below. These corrective measures may be executed separately or in conjunction with each

other.

Step 708 executes by directing megapixel camera 200 to send images to image

storage device 226 in the event of an internet or network connection loss Internet loss will



direct megapixel camera 200 to send images to on-board storage 226. Upon restoration of the

internet or network connection, step 710 executes by restoring the archives of saved images.

Camera system 00 may automatically scan the list of images ready for restoration io perform

a restore process in between normal archive tasks so as to not disrupt newer archives being

created after reconnection. Thus, images are not lost during a lack of connection with the

network.

Step 7 2 executes by displaying a code using LED status indicator 206. Thus, an

error code or codes may be displayed using diagnostic LED status indicator 206 located i

rear 228 of camera housing 102. LED status indicator 206 may be visible to a user at a

distance from camera system 100. LED status indicator 206 may have more tha one LED as

well. For example, a plurality of LEDs may display different colors during "on" states so that

each color represents a different status for camera system 00 Step 714 executes by

transmitting the diagnostic data over the network for trouble shooting, if needed.

Step 7 6 executes by detecting a hardware issue within camera system 100. n thi

scenario, internet connection is not lost and a problem results from one of the components

within camera system 100. Step 7 executes by cycling through the components of camera

system 0. Camera system 100 power cycles through the components withi using on¬

board relays, such as relay board 204, to identify faulty components. Further, device server

224 may monitor components within camera system 0 for any of the conditions disclosed

above. Sensors and other components may be utilized by device server 224 to receive

information about the status of components within camera system 100. Step 720 executes by

re-initializing camera system 100.

Thus, camera system 00 provides a capability of viewing actual live video under any

conditions and in an around d e cioek format. Camera system 100 may use picture in picture



to view live video, while viewing high definition images. Robotic pan/tilt a d zoom control

of camera system 100 allows it to move the camera to different locations and diff erent

configurations.

Thus, the disclosed embodiments related to a camera system abl to operation under

severe and remote conditions. The camera system may be placed on top of buildings,

monuments and other structures, even those not readily accessible to a user, and provide

images and video over a network connection The camera system includes an assembly to

facilitate zooming operations with a megapixel camera n some embodiments, the camera

itself moves backwards to zoom while its lens is held in place This feature reduces the limits

placed on zoom capabilities by moving the lens

n the event of a disruption of services, the camera system may store images and data

at the camera system until service is re-established. Thus, no data is lost during a disconnect

condition from a network. The programs and software may reside at the camera system as

well, so that, even off-line, the camera system can continue operations

The disclosed embodiments may be supported and executed on a camera platform that

has access to a network. The platform may support software and executable programs to

provide the functionality disclosed above, using components such as device server 224. For

instance the software may be deployed. Any software embodying the disclosed functions

and processes may be deployed by manually loading directly to the client, server and proxy

computers via loading a storage medium such a CD, DVD, flash memory, chip,

downloadable program and the like. The software also may be automatically or semi-

automatically deployed into the camera system by sending the process software to a central

server or a group of central servers. The software is downloaded into the client computers



thai execute th programs and instructions associated with the software in conjunction with

the disclosed camera system.

As will be appreciated by one skilled in the art, the present invention may be

embodied as a camera system, method or computer program product installed on the camera

system. Accordingly, the present invention may take the for of an entirely hardware

embodiment, an entirely software embodiment (including firmware, resident software, micro

code, etc.) or an embodiment combining software and hardware aspects that may a l

generally be referred to herein as a ''circuit," "module" or "system." Furthermore, the present

invention may take the form of a computer program product embodied in any tangible

medium of expression having computer-usable program code embodied in the medium.

Any combination of one or more computer usable or computer readable medium(s)

may be utilized to enable device server 224 or image storage device 226. The computer-

usable or computer-readable medium may be, for example but not limited to, a electronic,

magnetic, optical, electromagnetic, infrared, or semiconductor system, apparatus, device, or

propagation medium. More specific examples (a non- exhaustive list) of the computer-

readable medium would include the following: an electrical connection having one or mor

wires, a portable computer diskette, a hard disk, random access memory (RAM), a read¬

only memory (ROM), an erasable programmable read-only memory (EPROM or Flash

memory), an optical fiber, a portable compact disc read-only memory (CD-ROM), an optical

storage device, a transmission media such as those supporting the Internet or an intranet, or a

magnetic storage device, Note that the computer- usable or computer-readable medium could

even be paper or another suitable medium upon which the program is printed, as the program

can be electronically captured, via, for instance, optical scanning of the paper or other



medium, then compiled, interpreted, or otherwise processed in suitable maimer, if

necessary, and then stored in a computer memory, such as device server 224,

n the context of this specification, a computer-usable or computer-readable medium

may be any medium that can contain, store, communicate, propagate, or transport the

program for use by or in connection with the instruction execution system, apparatus or

device The computer- usable medium may include a propagated data signal with the

computer-usable program code embodied therewith, either in baseband or as part of a carrier

wave. The computer usable program code may be transmitted using any appropriate medium,

including but not limited to wireless, wireline, optical fiber cable, RF, and the like,

Computer program code for carrying out operations of the present invention may be

written in any combination of one or more programming languages, including an object

oriented programming language such as Java, Smalltalk, C++ or the like and conventional

procedural programming languages, such as the "C" programming language or similar

programming languages. The program code may execute entirely on the user's computer,

partly on the user's computer as a stand-alone software package, partly on the user's

computer and partly on a remote computer or entirely on the remote computer or server n

the latter scenario, the remote computer may be connected to the user's computer through any

type of network, including a local area network (LAN) or a wide area network (WAN), or the

connection may be made to an external computer (for example, through the Internet using an

internet Service Provider).

The present invention is described with reference to flowchart illustrations and/or

block diagrams of methods, apparatus (systems) and computer program products according to

embodiments of the invention. It will be understood that each b lock of the flowchart

illustrations and/or block diagrams, and combinations of blocks in the flowchart illustrations



and/or block diagrams, can be implemented by computer program instructions. These

computer program instructions may b provided to a processor of a general purpose

computer, special purpose computer, or other programmable data processing apparatus to

produce a machine, such that the instructions, which execute via the processor of the

computer or other programmable data processing apparatus, create means for implementing

the functions/acts specified in the flowchart and/or block diagram block or blocks.

These computer program instructions may also be stored in a computer-readable

medium that can direct a computer or other programmable data processing apparatus to

function in a particular manner, such that the instructions stored in the computer-readable

medium produce a result including instruction means which implement the function/act

specified in the flowchart and/or block diagram block or blocks. Further, these instructions

ay be used to turn camera system from a general purpose camera system into a special

purpose camera system that performs the functions disclosed above

The computer program instructions may also be loaded onto a computer or other

programmable data processing apparatus to cause a series of operational steps to be

performed on the computer or other programmable apparatus to produce a computer

implemented process such that the instructions which execute on the computer or other

programmable apparatus provide processes for implementing the functions/acts specified in

th flowchart and/or block diagram block or blocks.

The flowchart and block diagrams in the figures illustrate the architecture,

functionality, and operation of possible implementations of camera systems, methods and

computer program products according to various embodiments of the present invention. n

this regard, each block in the flowchart or block diagrams may represent a module segment,

or portion of code which comprises one or more executable instructions for implementing



the specified logical function(s). It should also be noted that, in some alternative

implementations, the functions noted in the block may occur out of the order noted in the

figures. For example, two blocks shown in succession may. in fact, be executed substantially

concurrently, or the blocks may sometimes be executed in the reverse order, depending upon

the functionality involved It will also be noted that each block of the block diagrams and/or

flowchart illustration, and combinations of blocks in the block diagrams and/or flowchart

illustration, can be implemented by special purpose hardware-based systems that perform the

specified functions or acts, or combinations of special purpose hardware and computer

instructions.

The terminology used herein is for the purpose of describing particular embodiments

only and is not intended to be limiting of the invention. As used herein, the singular forms

"a," "an" and "the" are intended to include plural forms as well, unless the context clearly

indicates otherwise t will be further understood tha the terms "comprises" and/or

"comprising," when used in this specification, specific the presence of stated features,

integers, steps, operations, elements, and/or components, but do not preclude the presence or

addition of one or more other features, integers, steps, operation, elements, components,

and/or groups thereof.

Embodiments may b implemented as a computer process, a computing system or as

an article of manufacture such as a computer program product of computer readable media.

The computer program product may be a computer storage medium readable y a computer

system and encoding a computer program instructions for executing a computer process.

When accessed, the instructions cause a processor to enable other components to perform the

functions disclosed above.



The corresponding structures, material, acts, and equivalents of all means or steps

plus function elements in the claims below are intended to include any structure, material or

act for performing the function in combination with other claimed elements are specifically

clai ed The description of the present invention has been presented for purposes of

illustration and description, but is not intended to be exhaustive or limited to the invention in

the form disclosed. Many modifications and variations will be apparent to those of ordinary

skill without departing from the scope and spirit of the invention. The embodiment was

chosen and described in order to best explain the principles of the invention and the practical

application, and to enable others of ordinary skill in the art. to understand the invention for

embodiments with various modifications as are suited to the particular use contemplated.

It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that various modifications and variations

can be made in the disclosed camera system and control processes without departing from the

spirit or scope of the invention, Thus, it is intended that the present invention covers these

modifications and variations disclosed above provided that such modifications and vaiiations

come within the scope of any claims and their equivalents.



CLAIMS;

An all-weather, remote camera system (100) comprising:

a camera housing (102);

a camera (200) enclosed by the camera housing (102), wherein the camera is

configured to capture an image;

a storage device (226) to store the image; and

a device server (224) configured to instruct the camera (200) to capture the image

2 . The camera system ( 0) of claim 1, further comprising a control assembly to move a

lens (220) of the camera (200)

3 . The camera system (100) of claim 2, wherein the assembly includes a servomotor

(2 6) to rotate a gear ring (222) on the camera (200).

4 . The camera system (100) of claim , further comprising a zoom control assembly to

move the camera (200) during a zoom operation

5. The camera system (100) of claim 4, wherein the zoom control assembly comprises a

track rail guide assembly configured to allow the camera (200) to move within the camera

housing ( 2)

6 The camera system ( 00) of claim 5, wherein the zoom control assembly further

includes a bracket (244) to hold a lens (220) of the camera (200) in place during the zoom

operation.

7. The camera system ( 00) of claim 4, wherein the zoom control assembly includes a

robotic actuator (246) to rotate a gear ring (222) on the camera (200).

8 The camera system (100) of claim 1, further comprising a heater (234) activated by a

thermostat board (208)



9. The camera system (100) of claim 1, further comprising a network connector (108) to

establish a connection with a network to transmit the image to an Internet protocol (IP)

addressable device.

10. The camera system ( 00) of claim 1, further comprising a LED status indicator (206).

1. A method for capturing an i ge using an all-weather camera system (100), the

method comprising:

moving a camera (200) to a pre-defined location;

performing a zoom operation using the camera (200):

capturing an image using the camera (200) according to control commands received

from a device server (224);

uploading the image to a storage device (226) or to an Internet protocol (IP)

addressable device.

The method of claim wherein the performing step includes instructing a

servomotor (216) to move lens (220) of the camera (200).

3 The method of claim 1 , wherein the performing step includes instructing a robotic

actuator (246) to move the camera (200)

14. The method of claim I, wherein the performing step includes rotating a gear ring

(222) on the camera (200) to perform the zoom operation.

15. The method of claim , further comprising moving a camera housing ( 02)

enclosing the camera (200) and the device server (224).

6 . A method for executing panorama process using an all-weather camera system

(100). the method comprising:

acquiring a calibration image;

setting exposure constraints;



initiating an image capture sequence according to the exposure constraints and

position sequence information using a camera (200); and

processing at least one image acquired in the image capture sequence using image

stitching and blending.

7. The method of claim 6, further comprising performing a zoom operation to prior to

initiating the image capture sequence.

. The method of claim 7, wherein the performing step includes using a zoom control

assembly to move the camera (200).

9 . A method for executing a self-repair process for an all-weather camera system ( 00),

the method comprising:

monitoring components within the camera system ( 0);

identifying an error condition for a component;

displaying a code using a LED indicator (206); and

transmitting diagnostic data from the camera system (100).

20. A method for executing a self-repair process during a loss of connection to a network

from an all-weather camera system (100), the method comprising:

monitoring a network connector (108) within the camera system (100);

identifying a loss of connection to the network;

archiving at least one image to a data storage (226) on the camera system (100); and

restoring the archived at least one image over the network when the connection is re

established.

21. An all-weather, remote camera system (100) comprising;



a camera housing ( 2) engaged to a pan/tilt base (104) and having a lens cover

( 110);

a megapixel camera (200) enclosed by the camera housing (102), wherein the camera

is configured to capture an image:

a storage device (226) to store the image;

a device server (224) configured to instruct the camera (200) to capture the image;

and

a zoom control assembly to move the camera while lens (222) of the camera (200)

remains fixed in close proximity to the lens cover ( 0) according to an instruction received

from the device server (224), wherein the zoom control assembly includes a track guide rail

assembly and a mount sled (252) to move the camera
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